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About This Content

An iconic race from Master of Orion II has returned to conquer the stars!

The eldritch Trilarian join the original 10 races with their own emperors and advisors, new ship hulls and blueprints, and unique
perks and personalities. The whole galaxy welcomes their arrival, just in time to face the return of the nefarious Antarans.

In the depths of the other-worldly oceans of Trilar, the Trilarian Shoal is governed by the Stinger, half-dictator and half
messianic figure. His tentacled subjects worship old gods fashioned around folk tales and cryptic mythology, whose darker
undertones clash with their overall friendly disposition towards other races. They are generally willing to coexist with other
races and rarely seek out open conflict, but they are capable of quickly turning face when they believe it is the will of their

deities to do so.
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Title: Master of Orion: Trilarian Shoal
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
NGD Studios
Publisher:
Wargaming Labs
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 2.2 GHz 

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia 240, ATI 4650, Intel Integrated HD 4000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 15 GB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum Video Memory: 512 MB

English,Russian,French,German,Czech,Japanese,Turkish,Polish,Korean
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master of orion trilarian shoal

The design and idea for steam punk is great, the control's make it a horrible decision...K to shoot for anyone wondering. Worth
exactly the $2.5 I paid for it... buggy and not polished at all:
- Line of sight is really awful
- Camera is buggy, stuff that doesn't bring any value to the game gets in the way of seeing other things (transparency???)
- On enemy's turn, the camera moves in a chaotic way, just leave it...
- The sniper is worthless, misses more shots that it makes even when having a 79% chance to hit
- Elevated position does not bring any advantage
- Line of fire is sometimes blocked by own cover
- Point blank misses
- Cannot equip secondary rifle?
- Soldier is in team but invisible in the Landing pad
- Absolutely no variance in weapons / equipment at first, it kills the joy of playing
- UI is not polished
- Loading times take longer than play time

Too bad, it could have hat a lot of potential
do not recommend for more than $2.5.... Bought it because of the soundtrack. No regrets.. As an Early Access game, this looks
fairly promising...
Let me start of with saying, the game menu has a board which says which things are missing (which I think is fair if they plan
adding those features later).

Pros:
+sweet sweet tearing mechanism
+throwing body parts in hell pit = fun
+cool slowdown time effect (insta kill?)
+great locomotion and offers few moving and rotating options
+love the music, really made me feel like a carnivoe

Cons:
-AI
-story is hard to catch up if you don't pay attention to the dialogues between what I assume is my character and someone else.
It's a good port, like all the rest of the Namco Arcade Game Series games. There's an online leaderboard and plenty of options
for adjusting the game screen. Ms. Pac Man is superior to the original Pac Man, this is what to buy if you're craving classic Pac
Man action.
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Say "Jello" to this pozzo-tively delightful Chip's-Challenge-lite\/like from the fast-drivin' rubber-burnin' boys at ToG!. truly a
masterpiece of a game that deserves more then it should, I would join on these shenanigans if i had the chance.. i'm going to say
yes... kind of.
Started playing this in the facebook gameroom app. I liked the concept, the upgrading mechanics, the fact it's quick to jump in a
game. It's a nice quick simple game. Good to chill for a bit after work. So i decided to buy it here. It's pretty cheap.

Then i got suspiscious. I am not a super skilled uber gamer that dominates in games like this and yet when ever i play, i totally
obliterate the competition. I noticed the other players never seem to upgrade their tanks. And what ever time of day i connect,
its always the same player names. Now reading other comments, it seem i'v been playing against bots and there are no actual real
players anymore.

So Yes if you want to waste time with a fun little game with lots of variety in tanks\/play styles
No if you want a challenge and play against real people.

If you got a 5$ you don't mind parting with, yeah it's worth it.. Best RTS i have played in a LOOOOOONG time, far better than
its higher budget competitors. If you love space combat and galactic conquest grab this game, if not grab the demo.. This is a
very good demo. I can't wait until they release the full game. As long as the developers can keep their promises, this will be a
must buy. The game really reminded me of Fable (at least in the world look, the gameplay not so much). From start to finish, I
played 25 minutes with some wandering and looking around. The VR world is absolutely beautiful. And for the most part, you
are free to explore around.

You start off by talking to a group of friends by a campfire. The voice volumes were weird, they seemed low at times and then
at other times the volume seemed fine. After this chat, you will ride a horse with your female friend. Riding the horse here is
not only fun, but very immersive. Steering the horse becomes easy after about a minute to get used to the controls. You then get
into town. Here you can explore around and then meet up with your friends after getting some ale and snacks. And soon you're
in a horse race and then the adventure begins. You have some magical powers and a town to save. In the demo, you only have a
shield and a telekenises power. There's two enemy types. Then there's a "mini-boss" spoiler alert :

I did joystick movement on the Oculus Rift without any problems although I wish you could also turn without physically doing
so. Game played without any crashes or game-breaking bugs. There was a bit of an issue during the horse race (game slowed up
temporarily, but no problems save for those few seconds of the hangup).

I had fun. I was sad at the end. I wanted to play more. We need more games like this in VR. Games that make you feel like you
are a part of the game world.

Rate 9/10 one of the best demos out there that really show what VR can do. Super Game Jam is a documentary centered around
a few pairs of indie developers as they face prompts in order to develop a game in 48 hours, in essence a game jam. With five
"episodes" totaling around two and a half hours, as well as extras and deleted scenes, the games developed in each episode, and
even the documentary's soundtrack, there's a surprising amount of content here. It's well shot, giving off an "indie" atmosphere,
and showing how intimate a process like this is. If you're interested in either game design or development I'd recommend
looking into this, if anything to see what it's like. I purchased it on sale, however having gone through it all I would've more than
happily paid full price. Good stuff.. it says that the file is bad
. does not work
My hands are far away almost all the time. When I come into the operation i can't operate because the game sets my enviroment
and i cant't touch the person because my monitor is there. If you like Castle defence games this one is unlike any I've seen.
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